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LETTER FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE TEAM
Needs Beyond Medicine Supporters,
Needs Beyond Medicine has been supporting cancer
patients since 2006. This past year saw positive change
both to our organization and our increased efforts to
reach more patients and community members through
our relief and educational outreach programs. At the
beginning of the year we decided to increase the
amount a Relief Program recipient receives from $250
to $500. Through the generous support of our
sponsors, donors and grants we made this a reality.
Our main focus at Needs Beyond Medicine, the Relief
Program, addresses patients’ living costs in support of
their treatments. In 2020, our organization financially
assisted 130 cancer patients with a range of needs
from daily transportation, home utilities, and groceries.
These individuals represented a diverse cross-section
of our communities. Of the grants awarded in 2020,
60% of recipients reported an income level below
$25,000.
We continue to have strong working partnerships with
many Utah hospitals, clinics, and cancer care
programs. In 2020, we also increased our sponsored
health educational programs with the assistance of 21
interns. at Southern Utah University, Dixie State
University, Utah Valley University, Brigham Young
University and Weber State University.
These students were great ambassadors for Needs
Beyond Medicine throughout the year by hosting
virtual events and creating updated informational
handouts for Needs Beyond Medicine programs.
We continued our fundraising and educational efforts
with two major events during the year, including our
annual July Relief Golf Tournament and our
CANSURVIVE event in November.
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CANSURVIVE 2020 was our twelfth annual event
and we were able to produce the event through
online platforms and a live stream on
November 2.
2020 has been quite a year with the shutdown,
COVID-19 pandemic, and some cancer patients
experiencing difficulty receiving cancer treatment.
The Board of Directors, volunteers and
every person we reached during the year cannot
thank you enough for the help and continued
support in a year for the history books. We look
forward to your much-needed support in the
future.
Sincerely,
Philip Brown, Founder/CEO
Matt Zollinger, Chairman
Rick Robinson, Vice Chairman
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ORGANIZATION PROFILE
Needs Beyond Medicine (NBM), was formed
in 2006. The original purpose of this
organization was to help breast cancer
patients pay for non-medical expenses while
undergoing treatment. Some of these
expenses included transportation, rent, and
other essential living costs. This program is
the Relief Program, and continues to be one
of the key services that NBM offers to
current adult cancer patients battling various
types of cancer. Needs Beyond Medicine is
lucky enough to have key partnerships with
all of the Utah area hospitals, clinics and
community centers that treat cancer
patients. We are able to help these patients
no matter where they are receiving
treatment because NBM is a stand-alone
nonprofit organization that works with all
community organizations and hospitals
despite their alignment.
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THANK YOU 2020
SPONSORS

Albertsons, Safeway, and Vons –

Mrs. Call's & Utah Truffles

Southwest Division Foundation

Namify

American Express Community

Pepsi

Bridgestone Golf

Rakuten Marketing

The Cancierge Foundation

Red Mountain Wholesale

Chad Hurst Photography

Regal Cinema Foundation

Dented Brick Distillery

Rhodes Bake-N-Serv

Dominion Energy Foundation

Sorenson Legacy Foundation

Franz Bakery Foundation

Staker Parsons- A CRH Company

Genentech

Thanksgiving Point Golf Club

Intermountain Healthcare

Timmons Foundation

Jordan Valley Medical Center

Walmart

Kiln

Wizard Pins

Marvellous Catering

XCEL Fitness

Modern Expo & Events

YESCO Outdoor Media
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MISSION, VISION & VALUES

MISSION

VALUES

Needs Beyond Medicine is dedicated to

Provide additional relief program

helping cancer patients pay for non-

funding to cancer patients who

medical expenses while undergoing

have needs outside of treatmentI

medical treatment. Our mission is to

Host educational events to raise

decrease the burden of cancer by

awareness about risk factors,

increasing awareness, education, and

symptom awareness, and treatment

relief to cancer patients. Needs Beyond

options

Medicine is focused on assisting those
diagnosed with cancer and enhancing
their quality of life through educational
and financial support.

VISION
To harness financial, scientific and
community resources to improve
awareness, education, and relief for

Work with community advocates and
partners to create strategic alliances
to aid cancer patients going through
treatment
Provide additional support and
opportunities for future health care
providers, practitioners, and
advocates

individuals suffering from cancer.
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RELIEF PROGRAM &
EDUCATION
RELIEF PROGRAM

EDUCATION

Cancer can affect individuals regardless of their

Needs Beyond Medicine recognizes cancer as

economic status, and more often than not the

one of the leading causes of death within the

costs of medical care are exceptionally high. Life

United States, and that incidence rates of

however, continues on, and living expenses still

cancer are increasing. By increasing awareness

need to be met, regardless of the high costs of

and education about cancer and it’s prevention,

medical care. Part of Needs Beyond Medicine’s

Needs Beyond Medicine hopes to assist

mission is to provide needed relief to cancer

individuals in preventing cancer entirely. If

patients for those living expenses, and we

preventing cancer is not possible for some

created a Relief Program to assist with this.

individuals, Needs Beyond Medicine hopes to

The Relief Program is funded by public and

enable those individuals in recognizing the risk

private grants, and donations from the

factors and warning signs of cancer early.

community and businesses. From these generous To accomplish this, Needs Beyond Medicine’s
donations, Needs Beyond Medicine creates

interns have taken the initiative to interact with

financial assistance grants for living expenses,

people at fairs and events in Utah, educating

which provide much needed relief to many

them on cancers common in Utah and on

cancer patients. Through these grants Needs

cancer prevention. All of Needs Beyond

Beyond Medicine has provided much needed

Medicine’s educational seminars are free to

relief to over 1,600 patients, and 130 grants were attend, offer essential information about early
given during the 2020 year.

detection, and provide attendees with
additional resources for prevention.

Major donor, which help increase from
$250 to $500 per patient in 2020.
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STATISTICS & FIGURES
Type of Cancer Number % of Total
Oral- 1.54%
Digestive- 9.23%
Respiratory- 6.15%
Skin- 6.92%
Breast- 33.08%
Genital- 6.92%
Urinary- 3.08%
Lymphoma- 12.31%
Leukemia- 3.08%
Other- 17.69%

Income Level for Relief
Program Applicants
Number of Applicants Reporting
Less than $10,000- 36
$10,000 - $14,900- 14
$15,000 - $24,900- 27
$25,000 - $34,900- 19
$35,000 - $44,900- 11
$45,000- $54,900- 10
$55,000 - $64,900- 6
Over $65,000- 7
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130
2020 GRANT RECIPENTS ASSISTED
Relief Program assisted 130 individuals
with expenses classified as non-medical in
the year of 2020.

60%
2020 INCOME LEVEL
Relief Program recipients that were
assisted made below $25,000 per year as
stated income for household.

33%
2020 AGE RANGE
Relief Program recipients reporting
between the ages of 60-69 years old.
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CANSURVIVE 2020
Needs Beyond Medicine hosted their twelfth
annual CANSURVIVE fundraiser at Kiln at the
Gateway. With the onset of COVID-19 we did a
closed set with our cancer survivors and
speakers. We were able to stream the event
through our YouTube Channel. CANSURVIVE is
an annual Needs Beyond Medicine fundraiser
and gallery stroll that features professional
photographs of Utah-area cancer survivors.
These portraits include individuals who have
conquered the disease and those who are
currently undergoing treatment. CANSURVIVE
serves as Needs Beyond Medicine’ s primary
fundraiser.
Thank you to our 2020 speakers, Brent Burr, VP

The official photographer for CANSURVIVE

of Marketing with Staker Parson CRH.

is Chad Hurst, a bladder cancer survivor

Survivor- Hillary Baum, Breast Cancer Survivor

himself and is the creative director and co-

& CANSURVIVE 2020 Photo gallery participant.

founder, along with Heather Hurst and

Survivor- Carlee Bradford – Non-Hodgkin

Philip Brown. Attendees were invited to

Lymphoma & CANSURVIVE 2020 Photo gallery

participate in an online auction during the

participant.

event and could make donations leading up

Survivor- Jacquelyn Penrose- Breast

to CANSURVIVE 2020 raised over $5,000,

Cancer Survivor & CANSURVIVE 2020 Photo

which will directly impact the Relief

gallery participant.

Program.
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2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Matt Zollinger- Chairman
Rick Robinson- Vice Chairman
Bree Anderson- Secretary
Richard Cunningham- Treasurer
Philip Brown- Founder/CEO
Tyson Prisbrey- Member
Sathya Vijayakumar- Member
TaylorBerger- Member
Amy Ward- Member
Adam Steidinger- Member
Carol Rogozinksi- Member
Diane Tadehara- Member
Christie North- Chair Emeritus

www.NeedsBeyondMedicine.org
Mailing Address:
Needs Beyond Medicine
P.O. Box 712043
Salt Lake City, UT 84171
Phone: 385.645.4626
Email: info@needsbeyondmedicine.org
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